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The study of neurobiology of behavior is a highly multi-disciplinary area and

intersects with other disciplines studying human and animal behaviors

including ethology, psychology, cognitive science, economics, artificial

intelligence and clinical science. A common goal, however, would be to

elucidate how behaviors are generated in terms of the structure and function

of neural circuits. How do different cell types and their connectivity underlie

behavior? How do properties of neurons and synapses affect the function of a

neural circuit? An ultimate goal would be to derive principles regarding how

neural circuits work and how they control behavior in healthy as well as

disordered brains.

Although this is an enormous undertaking, the field of neurobiology has

made revolutionary changes accelerated by the development of new tools.

With the advent of modern neuroscience tools, neurobiologists can now

perform the types of experiments that previous researchers could only dream

of [1]. These tools have allowed us to monitor and manipulate the activity of

neurons in behaving animals with unprecedented precisions. New tools have

allowed us to identify connectivity of neurons with greater precisions. These

studies have made various novel findings but also revealed various new

challenges that the field faces. In this issue, we asked experts who have

contributed to recent progress toward understanding how neural circuits

regulate behaviors. We hope that these reviews will provide not only

summaries of previous work but also help outlook what findings or research

areas to come in the future.

New tools and behavioral paradigms
The development of new technologies has dramatically changed the land-

scape of neurobiological experiments. First, experiments using rodents and

other genetically-tractable animals performing complex tasks have become

more common. Second, while novel tools have led to unprecedented results

with greater precision and specificity, the field has begun to evaluate the

pros and cons of novel as well as more conventional methodologies.

Although addressing this completely would be impossible in just a few

papers, two papers in this issue aim to facilitate discussion on these topics.

Neuroscientists have long debated how to establish a ‘causal’ link between

neuronal activity and behavior. It has been acknowledged that it is important

to use carefully designed behavioral paradigms, and to draw conclusions

taking into account multiple lines of supporting evidence. For instance, the

gold standard of causality had been developed in studies of sensory systems

that combined psychophysical behavioral paradigms, neurobiological

experiments (not only manipulating but also monitoring endogenous neu-

ronal activity), and simple models or theories regarding quantitative relation-

ships between neuronal activity and behavior [2].

For the type of experiments discussed above (i.e. ‘causality’ experiments in

sensory systems), non-human primate studies had been the dominant

experimental paradigms, due largely to the ability to train these animals

in sophisticated behavioral paradigms. Earlier efforts, however, enabled us

to adapt comparable behavioral paradigms to rodents (e.g. [3–5]). On the

other hand, there have also been some concerns in using these well-

constrained behavioral paradigms. Training animals in these paradigms

often requires extensive training (sometimes months) using unnatural
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behaviors. It has been argued that the results obtained using these para-

digms may not reflect how the brain operates in a ‘natural’ behavioral

condition. Other rodent experiments have used behaviors that are more

‘natural’ to the animals, such as spatial navigation, reflexive responses, or

innate behaviors. The behavioral paradigms that rely on more ‘natural’

behaviors might be advantageous from some viewpoints. For instance, less

training is necessary, and it likely taps onto ‘natural’ brain mechanisms.

However, some of these behaviors are harder to quantify, and can be difficult

to align with simple models or theories. Luaviet, Ehrich and Churchland

(2018) discuss the challenge of how to design behavioral paradigms, using

studies of decision-making in rodents as an example. They discuss the pros

and cons of different approaches, and propose three axes — ethological,

complexity and sensory motor compatibility — in evaluating designs of

behavioral paradigms.

With new tools such as optogenetics and pharmacogenetics, we can now

activate or inactivate neurons with greater temporal precision and cell-type

specificity. Although studies using these new tools have provided novel

insights addressing ‘causality’, recent studies have also identified interpre-

tational difficulties in these studies. For one, neurons are connected in a

complex manner, and form a highly dynamic system. Therefore, manipula-

tion of one population of neurons can cause rippling effects on the activity of

other neurons in a highly dynamic manner (e.g. [6]). Furthermore, the brain

has various compensatory mechanisms at different timescales. The field,

thus, needs conceptual developments regarding how to evaluate and inter-

pret the effect of manipulations. Wolff and Olveczky (2018) together with

other recent articles [7,8], provide important insights based on experimental

data, emphasizing holistic approaches integrating complementary methods.

As Luaviet et al. (2018) emphasizes, a choice of behavioral paradigm depends

on particular questions in each study. There is also a balance between

hypothesis-driven versus data-driven approaches. Although the above dis-

cussion may emphasize theory-guided, hypothesis-driven approaches, the

conclusions obtained from hypothesis-driven approaches can sometimes be

narrowly constrained or become largely confirmatory in nature.

Here our aim is not to provide one answer to the above questions. Instead,

this volume contains overviews on recent progress in the neurobiology of

behavior. Our hope is to showcase a spectrum of studies that spans across the

‘axes’ both in terms of behaviors and techniques (including studies in

humans and computational modeling). The landscape of neuroscience is

rapidly changing. We hope that the papers in this volume provide a broad

perspective on the field, and inform our outlook on future developments in

the field of neurobiology.

Behavioral modulations of information processing
Sensory information guides behaviors. Neuroscientists have studied how

sensory information is represented and transformed in the brain while the

information travels through a ‘sensorimotor chain’ to control behaviors.

However, these ‘chains’ are not static. The same sensory input may trigger

different behavioral outputs depending on an animal’s needs or behavioral

context. How do behavioral contexts modulate or ‘gate’ information flows in

the brain? This question has long been studied, for instance, in the context

of attention [9,10]. Recent studies, using rodent models, have begun to

elucidate detailed neural circuit mechanisms at the level of cortical micro-

circuit as well as global brain network. Angeloni and Geffen (2018) discuss

recent progress in the auditory system. These studies have elucidated a role

for specific inhibitory interneurons in modulating sensory responses in the
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